
HOW TO WRITE A REFERENCE LETTER FOR COLLEGE STUDENT

When a student applies for college, he or she will need at least one or two letters of recommendation from a high school
teacher, or occasionally an employer.

But she does it. They can help you decide what kind of content you should include in your document. Well,
your letter may get a sort of grade that will hopefully bump your student up in points. He carries my very
strongest recommendation. Suggest modifications to assignments that make them more meaningful? Sign the
letter â€” and put it on letterhead. At visualizing? While proofreading, check for active voice, proper grammar,
and a formal yet warm tone. Ask the student for information on the school where he or she is applying. So
when her mom struggled with a house full of babies and a job, it was always Jordan who put down her
homework to go get dinner started or to wipe a snotty nose or to fold a load of laundry. My last statement
encourages the college to contact me with any further questions. The letter writer is very familiar with the
student since they were both members of the school's debate team, an extra-curricular that demonstrates a
drive in academics. End with an emotional comment â€” that you will miss them, that you have learned from
them, that you are sorry to see them go, that they are your favorite, etc. Reference Letter Example This is a
reference letter example. But we as a society need the kind of person she will grow into if placed into an
environment that will point her talents towards targets worthy of them. When mailing a letter, make sure to
print it on your school letterhead. Make the letter general so that it can be recycled for scholarships i. On days
when I am not on site, Peter is the counselor I know I can rely on to make sure the other counselors' days run
smoothly. He enjoys cleverness with languageâ€”not the easy cleverness of puns but the intricate interplay of
sound and meaning that make a sentence or a phase perfect. Since I have known him, Thomas has
demonstrated his superior intellect and thirst to understand the culture and consciousness of his fellow man on
multiple occasions. Include specific examples. Understand how to break down complex tasks? The first line
should provide the full name of the person that you are recommending. Go beyond diligence and intelligence:
Talk about humor, courage, kindness, patience, enthusiasm, curiosity, flexibility, aesthetics, independence,
courtesy, stubbornness, creativity, etc.


